
Detunized DTG082 - Wroclaw Impressions

FileName Description Duration SR / Bit Channels

Parish of the Most Holy Name of Jesus melody 

bells.wav

near University, Parish of the Most Holy Name of Jesus melody bells

00:01:42.062 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw Cathedral, church bell, people walla.wav
Wroclaw Cathedral, church bell, people walla, sparrows, group of young 

people pass by with laughter, slow car pass by 
00:03:21.923 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw Cathedral, inside #1.wav
Wroclaw Cathedral, inside, tourist guide explanations, reverberant, 

blurred, choir rehearsals in side room
00:02:36.104 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw Cathedral, inside #2.wav
Wroclaw Cathedral, inside, tourist guide explanations, reverberant, 

blurred, light rail pass by outside
00:02:43.127 96 / 24 2

church Magdalena, inside #1.wav
church Magdalena, inside, teacher explanations, bright female voice, 

polish, reverberant, blurred
00:02:59.545 96 / 24 2

church Magdalena, inside #2.wav
church Magdalena, inside, reverberant steps, visitors enter and leave, 

creaking pews, rustling clothes, outside car pass by
00:08:22.114 96 / 24 2

church St. Elisabeth, heavy wooden side door.wav
church St. Elisabeth, heavy wooden side door, open and close, inside, 

outside, various perspectives, squeaks, bangs
00:01:32.856 96 / 24 2

church St. Elisabeth, inside #1.wav
church St. Elisabeth, inside, calm, reverberant, rumble from outside traffic

00:01:28.467 96 / 24 2
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church St. Elisabeth, inside #2.wav
church St. Elisabeth, inside, group of student enters through pews, 

rustling clothes, heavy bang from wooden door, teacher explains, blurred 

and reverberant 00:03:25.996 96 / 24 2

light rail along bridge University, church bells.wav
light rail along bridge University, church bells, medium and distant, Holy 

Name of Jesus melody bells, reverberant light rail pass by
00:04:08.320 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw market hall, reverberant, walla, various 

activities #1.wav market hall, reverberant, walla, various activities, chirping sparrows 00:03:23.620 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw market hall, reverberant, walla, various 

activities #2.wav market hall, reverberant, walla, various activities, chirping sparrows 00:03:31.335 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw market hall, reverberant, walla, various 

activities #3.wav market hall, reverberant, walla, various activities, chirping sparrows 00:03:06.742 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw market hall, reverberant, walla, various 

activities #4.wav market hall, reverberant, walla, various activities, chirping sparrows 00:03:05.155 96 / 24 2

construction site, constant pneumatic hammer 

noise.wav

construction site, constant pneumatic hammer noise

00:04:44.848 96 / 24 2

construction site, medium distant, rubble chute, 

sparrows.wav

construction site, medium distant, rubble chute, sparrows

00:02:31.343 96 / 24 2

construction site, workers shouting, reverberant 

rubble chute.wav

construction site, workers shouting, pneumatic hammer, long reverberant 

rubble chute
00:04:19.378 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, early morning, angry dog 

bark, grumbling dog owner.wav

downtown residental area, early morning, angry dog bark, grumbling dog 

owner, calm city ambience
00:01:10.571 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, early morning, calm, 

rattling van pass by on cobblestones.wav

downtown residential area, early morning, calm, rattling van pass by on 

cobblestones, crows medium distant
00:02:32.755 96 / 24 2

02 Market Hall\

03 Downtown\
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downtown residential area, early morning, light rail 

pass by, distant church bells.wav

downtown residential area, early morning, light rail pass by, distant 

church bells, chirping birds
00:01:20.888 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, early morning, very 

distant police siren, distant church bells.wav

downtown residential area, early morning, very distant police siren, 

sparrows, single car pass by on cobblestones, distant church bells
00:02:39.218 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, crows, tourists 

with trolley bag.wav

downtown residential area, evening, crows, tourists with trolley bag pass 

by, old women calls for their cats with funny noises
00:01:30.229 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, harley davidson 

engine start.wav

downtown residential area, evening, harley davidson engine start, short 

idle, off, singing girls in street cafe, 2 light rail pass bys, Harley engine 

start, showy crank ups, drive away 00:04:41.593 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, harley davidson 

motorcycle arrival.wav

downtown residential area, evening, harley davidson motorcycle arrival, 

showy crank ups, second approach and stop
00:02:39.298 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, light rail pass by, 

steady city background.wav

downtown residential area, evening, light rail pass by, steady city 

background, accelerating car pass by, crows
00:01:46.845 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, polish men 

chatting animated, light rail pass bys.wav

downtown residential area, evening, polish men chatting animated, light 

rail pass bys, distant harley davidson rumble, pedestrians pass by, calm
00:02:15.943 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafe, 

tourist walla and laughter.wav

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafe, tourist walla and 

laughter, car and moped pass bys on cobblestone, light rails, sparrows
00:07:54.185 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafe, 

tourist walla, light rail pass by.wav

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafe, tourist walla, light rail 

pass by, car pass bys on cobblestone
00:08:37.935 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafes, 

people walla.wav

downtown residential area, evening, sidewalk cafes, people walla, slow 

light rail pass by
00:03:10.591 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, morning, old woman is 

taking their cats for a walk.wav

downtown residential area, morning, old woman is taking their cats for a 

walk, talks with them, ventilation noise from sidewalk cafe 
00:01:15.105 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, sidewalk cafes, calm 

blurred evening ambience.wav

downtown residential area, sidewalk cafes, young peaople pass by talking, 

calm blurred evening ambience
00:03:40.158 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, sunday morning, backyard 

park.wav

downtown residential area, sunday morning, backyard park, sparrows, 

two older men talking, sweeping yard, light rail pass bys
00:04:29.784 96 / 24 2
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downtown, pavement, panting dog, light rail pass by, 

distant police siren.wav

downtown, pavement, panting dog, light rail pass by, distant police siren, 

group of chatting pedestrians pass by followed by light rail
00:02:12.616 96 / 24 2

downtown, pavement, polish chatting girls, single car 

pass bys.wav

downtown, pavement, polish chatting girls, single car pass bys, bicycles, 

trolleys, foot-steps, light rail pass bys
00:02:34.516 96 / 24 2

downtown, young people pass by chatting, close up 

light rail pass bys.wav

downtown, young people pass by chatting, close up light rail pass bys

00:03:15.869 96 / 24 2

bridge Pomorski, steady ambience, rushing 

waterfall.wav

bridge Pomorski, steady ambience, rushing waterfall, distant construction 

site, distant traffic
00:02:51.859 96 / 24 2

bridge Sikorski, asphalt, car and truck pass bys across 

expansion gap.wav

bridge Sikorski, asphalt, car and truck pass bys across expansion gap, 

smooth, light rail pass by with rumble
00:03:30.864 96 / 24 2

bridge Sikorski, light rail pass by close up, general 

traffic.wav

bridge Sikorski, light rail pass by close up, general traffic, bumps and 

rumble
00:03:26.660 96 / 24 2

open river side, distant traffic, constant level.wav
open river side, distant traffic, constant level, light rail passes distant 

bridge with hollow resonant sound 
00:03:10.935 96 / 24 2

public park, riverside, rustling trees, birds, traffic 

noisefloor.wav

public park, riverside, rustling trees, birds, traffic noisefloor, several 

distant police car sirens
00:01:11.762 96 / 24 2

riverside, birds, distant traffic noisefloor, light rail and 

bicycle pass bys.wav

riverside, birds, distant traffic noisefloor, light rail and bicycle pass bys

00:01:38.750 96 / 24 2

riverside, bridge Warsaw, distant freight train across 

river Odra.wav

riverside, bridge Warsaw, distant freight train across river Odra, low 

rumble, steady traffic noise floor
00:01:15.661 96 / 24 2

riverside, fire truck crosses bridge Warsaw with 

changing siren sound.wav

riverside, fire truck crosses bridge Warsaw with changing siren sound

00:01:08.728 96 / 24 2

riverside, police car crosses bridge Warsaw with 

changing siren sound.wav

riverside, police car crosses bridge Warsaw with changing siren sound

00:00:30.466 96 / 24 2

04 Riverside and Bridges\
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Szewka road, evening, traffic noise floor, light rail pass 

by, close and distant.wav

Szewka road, evening, traffic noise floor, light rail pass by, close and 

distant
00:01:07.495 96 / 24 2

construction site, rustling trees, metallic hammering, 

distant traffic.wav

construction site, rustling trees, metallic hammering, distant traffic

00:03:12.853 96 / 24 2

crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, vehicle 

pass bys cobblestone, light rail cornering.wav

crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, vehicle pass bys cobblestone, 

light rail cornering with squeaks and rumble
00:02:15.186 96 / 24 2

distant construction site, medium traffic on 

cobblestone, light rail bangs from rail switch.wav

distant construction site, medium traffic on cobblestone, sparrows, light 

rail pass by with bangs from rail switch
00:03:18.698 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, early morning, light rail 

station, light rail arrival.wav

downtown residential area, early morning, light rail station, light rail 

arrival, stop and drive away
00:01:12.828 96 / 24 2

downtown residential area, evening, light rail arrival, 

wait, departure, blurred walla.wav

downtown residential area, evening, light rail arrival, wait, departure, 

blurred walla
00:01:34.705 96 / 24 2

downtown, intersection, police car siren pass by, cross 

traffic.wav

downtown, intersection, police car siren pass by, cross traffic

00:02:12.824 96 / 24 2

inside 40 year old light rail tram, ride along several 

stations #1.wav

inside 40 year old light rail tram, ride along several stations, rumble, heavy 

bangs from squeaky doors
00:02:06.625 96 / 24 2

inside 40 year old light rail tram, ride along several 

stations #2.wav

inside 40 year old light rail tram, ride along several stations, rumble, heavy 

bangs from squeaky doors
00:01:36.827 96 / 24 2

inside modern light rail, ride along several 

stations.wav

inside modern light rail tram, ride along several stations, signal tones, 

passenger murmur, rumble, bangs, squeaks, polish station 

announcements 00:05:19.984 96 / 24 2

intersection, cornering light rails with heavy bangs 

from track switch, pedestrians.wav

intersection, cornering light rails with heavy bangs from track switch, 

pedestrians, light traffic
00:04:08.190 96 / 24 2

intersection, general traffic, vehicle pass bys, whistling 

roof rack, accelerating light rail.wav

intersection, general traffic, vehicle pass bys, whistling roof rack, 

accelerating light rail
00:03:24.634 96 / 24 2

05 Traffic and Light Rail Trams\
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intersection, light rail pass by, medical car with siren, 

pneumatic hammer at construction site.wav

intersection, light rail pass by, medical car with siren, pneumatic hammer 

at construction site, close up light rails with bangs from track switch
00:03:16.169 96 / 24 2

light rail along bridge Mlynskie, steady ambience, 

small park, bushes and sparrows .wav

light rail along bridge Mlynskie, steady ambience, small park, bushes and 

sparrows
00:01:34.837 96 / 24 2

main crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, 

bangs, squeaks, rumble.wav

main crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, bangs, squeaks, rumble, 

grouped vehicle pass bys, compressor start, ringing light rail
00:06:47.555 96 / 24 2

main crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, 

several light rail cornerings.wav

main crossroad, warning signal pedestrian lights, several light rail 

cornerings, bangs, squeaks, rumble, grouped vehicle pass bys
00:03:41.736 96 / 24 2

narrow rivet bridge, slow light rail pass by, people 

walla, car pass bys.wav

narrow rivet bridge, slow light rail pass by, people walla, car pass bys, 

distant construction site
00:02:38.767 96 / 24 2

near crossroad, light rail station, permanent warning 

signal pedestrian lights.wav

near crossroad, light rail station, permanent warning signal pedestrian 

lights, compressor engine medium distant, light rail apprach with rumble
00:03:05.371 96 / 24 2

riverside, below bridge Grunwaldski, dull distant traffic 

ambience.wav

riverside, below bridge Grunwaldski, dull distant traffic ambience, 

rumbling vehicles and light rails above
00:03:18.324 96 / 24 2

street corner, calm evening, accelerating vehicles, pass 

bys, light rail cornering close.wav

street corner, calm evening, accelerating vehicles, pass bys, light rail 

cornering close
00:01:25.324 96 / 24 2

underpass, grouped vehicle pass bys above, light rail 

pass by with reverberant clangs.wav

underpass, grouped vehicle pass bys above, light rail pass by with 

reverberant clangs
00:02:34.824 96 / 24 2

clatter from escalator hand rail.wav
clatter from escalator hand rail

00:00:35.973 96 / 24 2

close escalator, turning off, distant train 

announcements.wav

close escalator, turning off, distant train announcements, reverberant

00:00:25.619 96 / 24 2

railway platform, conductor whistle, train 

departure.wav

railway platform, conductor whistle, train departure

00:01:53.637 96 / 24 2

06 Trains and Train Station\
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railway platform, distant announcement polish 

english, reverberant.wav

railway platform, distant announcement polish then english, reverberant, 

steady ventilation sound
00:01:11.823 96 / 24 2

railway platform, distant announcement polish only, 

reverberant.wav

railway platform, distant announcement polish only, reverberant, steady 

ventilation sound
00:01:26.202 96 / 24 2

railway platform, distant announcement polish, 

reverberant, train arrival.wav

railway platform, distant announcement polish, reverberant, train arrival, 

air pressure burst, conductor whistles, train departure
00:02:50.723 96 / 24 2

railway platform, distant train departure, english and 

polish announcements.wav

railway platform, distant train departure, english and polish 

announcements at various distances, reverberant, train arrival at distant 

platform 00:03:11.873 96 / 24 2

railway platform, polish announcements, train arrival, 

squeaking brakes.wav

railway platform, polish announcements, train arrival with squeaking 

brakes, train departure
00:02:04.618 96 / 24 2

railway platform, reasonably quiet, polish 

announcement, reverberant.wav

railway platform, reasonably quiet, polish announcement, reverberant

00:02:24.954 96 / 24 2

riverside, below bridge, passenger train along old iron 

bridge across river Odra.wav

riverside, below bridge, passenger train along old iron bridge across river 

Odra
00:00:36.096 96 / 24 2

riverside, freight train along old iron bridge across 

river Odra, bangs from rail joints.wav

riverside, freight train along old iron bridge across river Odra, strong 

bangs from rail joints
00:01:35.216 96 / 24 2

riverside, freight train along old iron bridge across 

river Odra, medium distant.wav

riverside, freight train along old iron bridge across river Odra, medium 

distant
00:01:21.410 96 / 24 2

starting escalator, ride down to main entrance hall, 

polish announcement.wav

starting escalator, ride down to main entrance hall, polish announcement

00:00:36.381 96 / 24 2

train station, main entrance hall, reverberant, 

escalator stop.wav

train station, main entrance hall, reverberant, escalator stop, short and 

start, announcements in polish, trolley bags, walla
00:03:33.404 96 / 24 2

train station, main entrance hall, reverberant, medium 

distant announcements.wav

train station, main entrance hall, reverberant, medium distant 

announcements in polish, walla
00:02:45.580 96 / 24 2
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Szewka road, near university, evening, Holy Name of 

Jesus melody bells.wav

Szewka road, near university, evening, light rail pass by, roaring 

motorcycle pass by, Holy Name of Jesus melody bells
00:02:02.907 96 / 24 2

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats 

from club, Holy Name of Jesus melody bells.wav

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats from club, Holy 

Name of Jesus melody bells, light rail pass by
00:02:12.912 96 / 24 2

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats 

from club, foot steps.wav

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats from club, foot steps 

along sidewalk
00:00:52.594 96 / 24 2

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats 

from club, traffic noise.wav

Szewka road, near university, evening, blurred beats from club, traffic 

noise
00:02:28.657 96 / 24 2

archway at bridge University, evening, distant water 

ripple.wav

archway at bridge University, evening, distant water ripple, single vehicle 

and bicycle pass bys
00:03:03.604 96 / 24 2

near university, evening, very distant police siren, Holy 

Name of Jesus melody bells.wav

near university, evening, very distant police siren, Holy Name of Jesus 

melody bells, trolley bag pass-by, light rail pass by
00:01:53.856 96 / 24 2

students club near university, evening, blurred 

students walla.wav

students club near university, evening, blurred students walla, door slaps, 

bicycles on cobblestone, low city rumble
00:03:36.265 96 / 24 2

students club near university, evening, chatting 

females enter.wav

students club near university, evening, chatting females enter, blurred 

walla, sparrows, distant traffic, single stroke from church bell
00:02:22.493 96 / 24 2

Wroclaw Century Hall, large fountains spectacle, 

blurred visitor walla.wav

Wroclaw Century Hall, large fountains spectacle, blurred visitor walla

00:02:13.259 96 / 24 2

central place Rynek, afternoon, people walla, children 

playing and laughing.wav

central place Rynek, afternoon, people walla, children playing and 

laughing, ventilation noises from surrounding street cafes
00:02:04.852 96 / 24 2

central place Rynek, afternoon, people walla, water 

fountain, children group pass by.wav

central place Rynek, afternoon, people walla, water fountain, children 

group pass by
00:01:58.165 96 / 24 2

07 University Area\

08 Parks and Pedestrian Areas\
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central place Rynek, afternoon, sideway, backside 

street cafes.wav

central place Rynek, afternoon, sideway, backside street cafes, steady 

ventilation noise, short wallas
00:02:22.897 96 / 24 2

central place Rynek, afternoon, young people and 

tourist walla, sparrows.wav

central place Rynek, afternoon, young people and tourist walla, sparrows

00:02:47.413 96 / 24 2

central place Rynek, evening, blurred people walla, 

two church bells announce 8 pm.wav

central place Rynek, evening, constant ventilation tone, blurred people 

walla, skateboarder, two church bells announce 8 pm
00:04:41.690 96 / 24 2

central place Rynek, evening, reverberant, constant 

people walla.wav

central place Rynek, evening, reverberant, constant people walla

00:03:48.839 96 / 24 2

in front of Wroclaw Cathedral, pedestrian area, distant 

acoustic music.wav

in front of Wroclaw Cathedral, pedestrian area, distant acoustic music, 

lots of young people walla
00:02:22.929 96 / 24 2

in front of Wroclaw Cathedral, pedestrian area, young 

people walla, laughter, cheering, applause.wav

in front of Wroclaw Cathedral, pedestrian area, distant acoustic music, 

lots of young people walla, laughter, cheering, applause
00:02:59.391 96 / 24 2

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, rustling 

treetops, distant traffic rumble.wav

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, rustling treetops, distant traffic 

rumble
00:02:05.102 96 / 24 2

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, traffic 

rumble, light fountain ripple.wav

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, traffic rumble, light fountain 

ripple, light rail pass by
00:04:04.798 96 / 24 2

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, traffic 

rumble, reverberant fountain ripple.wav

old town park Staromiejski, various birds, traffic rumble, reverberant 

fountain ripple, rumpling light rail pass by, distant police siren
00:02:56.961 96 / 24 2

small park, water fountains, people and children walla, 

distant traffic.wav

small park, water fountains, people and children walla, distant traffic, 2 

hits from big church bell, distant light rail pass by
00:02:53.579 96 / 24 2
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